Neocartography:

The term neocartographers is being used to describe map makers who may NOT have come from traditional mapping backgrounds, and are frequently using open data and open source mapping tools.

http://neocartography.icaci.org/
Active

Supporters: 50 from all over the globe

Events:
ICC workshop (Aug 2013)
http://www.icc2013.org/?node=40

AAG workshop (Apr 2013)
http://mapdesign.icaci.org/tag/neocartography/

SoC workshop (Sept 2012)
Disseminating

**Research:**
*Research groups or individuals in sympathy with the commission aims*

**Publications:**
*Publications (books/papers) by commission supporters that meet the aims of the commission*

To contribute research or publications contact: steve8@mdx.ac.uk

http://neocartography.icaci.org/